THE SOUNDS OF SILENCE

For years the federal US-government has sought to remotely control human behavior. Starting with the CIA projects MKULTRA and MKSEARCH in the 1950s, the American public has been unwitting guinea pigs in a multitude of non-consensually performed experiments that have continued into the 21st century.

The recent revelations regarding the extent of NSA eavesdropping is only the tip of the iceberg. We are currently in an information war and a mind war, where our privacy and autonomy as human beings are at stake.

Over the coming years, terms like „remote neural monitoring“, „brain-mapping“ and „electronic harassment“, „neuro weapons“, „silent holocaust“, „Voice-to-skull“, „synthetic telepathy“ and „synthetic dreams“ will become household words.

Mind Control is a global threat!

In October 2015 the first mind-control-conference (Covert-Harassment-Conference), took place in Berlin. People came from all over the world in order to learn how they could make the world aware of what is happening to them. Victims of psychotronic weapons are called „Targeted Individuals“.

They experience a „silent holocaust“ day by day.

If we don’t act now it may be too late for future generations to defend themselves.

Experts say HAARP, Satelites and ELF-(Extremely-Low-Frequency)waves are able to manipulate and control peoples behavior, even covering very large areas.

Mindcontrol is an ultimate weapon against thehuman free will and is being kept secret by the media worldwide.

Governments now have the technology to target and lock on to any individuals human brain to listen, see and feel what they do. They control the behaviour of the targeted individual and deprive them of sleep. Often to cause murder or suicide.

This is a large concern to everyones privacy rights.

Please make an effort to educate yourself about electronic-weapons, when the media remains in the „sounds of silence“!

Knowledge is Power!

——

Wir treffen uns Sonntag, dem 18.Oktober 2015 um 16 Uhr am Oranienplatz in Berlin Kreuzberg.

Let’s meet altogether at Oranienplatz, Sunday, October 18th 2015 at 4pm.

——